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Abstract. Functional programming languages have great appeal from the point of view of both 
software design and amenability to formal reasoning, but to date they have suffered from poor 
performance when run on conventional computers. A promising solution to this probIem may be 
provided by program transformation and several schemes have been proposed which can give 
quite impressive optimisations. However, these are at best only semi-automatic, requiring reasoning 
on behalf of the programmer to assist the transformation process. Part of the problem is that 
these schemes must take into account not onty functions but also the objects to which they are 
applied in the defining expressions. By reasoning at the function level, the auxiliary domain of 
objects need not be considered explicitly, and transformations can be derived in terms of identities 
between functionat expressions, rather than via sets of equations satisfied by objects from a certain 
class. 

By expressing functional expressions in variable-free form, we use algebraic methods, based 
on the functional aigebra of the language FP, to transform a certain class of nonlinear functions 
into linear form. A function in this class generates a reduction graph in the form of a balanced 
tree when applied to an argument, whereas a linear function generates a singIe-spine tree and so 
executes with a number of function calls which is linear in the size of its argument. Thus, for 
example, tail recursive functions form a small subset of the class of linear functions. Further 
optimisations include the tupling of functions which are defined by mutal recursion, and we 
identify conditions under which these are equivalent to a linear function. The compiIer is able to 
detect if the conditions required by these transformation theorems are satisfied, and generate the 
appropriate optimised functions. 

1. Introduction 

The functional approach to problem solving has been gaining increasing appeal 
in recent years. The notion of a mapping which transforms the input to a problem 
into its solution is a logical starting point for deriving a specification. Moreover, 
expressing mappings successively in terms of mathematical compositions of other 
mappings, each with their own input and output objects, is a natural way of 
determining a complete definition of the solution. This procedure results in the type 
of hierarchical successive decomposition much beloved of software engineers. 
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Furthermore, the total absence of side effects makes functional languages semanti- 
cally very attractive. 

In [ 11, Backus took this viewpoint further and first advocated his functional style 
and language, FP, which provides the framework for the analysis of this paper. FP 
facilitates the manipulation of functions independently of any domain of objects, 
in contrast with the approach of repeatedly creating new objects from old ones in 
an auxiliary domain. It thus relates to a higher level of analysis than do the more 
common, object-oriented, functional languages and has its own functional algebra 
which simplifies reasoning about programs. This in turn can be used to provide a 
more formal basis for program transformation. 

The main obstacle to the advancement of functional programming languages has 
been their poor run-time performance on conventional computers. This is primarily 
due to the large number of (mainly stack-based) manipulations required to preserve 
referential transparency in the languages. von Neumann computers execute instruc- 
tions sequentially and are tailored towards supporting imperative languages with 
destructive assignment. An obvious alternative is to develop a radically different 
type of computer architecture, specifically tailored towards supporting functional 
languages [12,18]. However, there is also a clear demand for efficient implementa- 
tions of these languages on conventional machines, which are likely to remain 
widespread for the foreseeable future, whatever the impact of any new architectures. 
A route to improved performance is to transform recursively defined solutions into 
iterative ones. This may also benefit parallel architectures by providing a natural 
mechanism for achieving large-grain parallelism which many believe is fundamental 
to the whole issue of concurrent evaluation. 

Previous work on optimisation has concentrated on recursion removal, which aims 
to transform recursive expressions into iterative form, i.e. into loops at the object 
level (in the imperative style), see for example [4,5,21]. The majority of this work 
has addressed linear functions. Broadly speaking, a linear function is one that 
generates a sequence of function calls which grows in a linear manner, and so 
executes in linear time with respect to the magnitude of its argument. For example, 
tail recursive functions (equivalent to loops) are linear, as is any function with a 
uni-directional or ‘comb-shaped’ reduction graph, such as factorial. However, a 
function with a balanced tree for its reduction graph is nonlinear-the Fibonacci 
function for example. 

In the FP formalism, a linear function f has the definition f = p + q; Hf for fixed 
functions p, q and linear functional form H defined, [2], by the property that for all 
functions a, b, c, H(a + b; c) = Hta -, Hb; Hc for some form H,, called the predicate 
transformer of H. Functions defined by linear functional forms can be shown to 
possess an expansion theorem, [2], which may facilitate the subsequent derivation 
of loops at the object level [3]. The expansion theorem asserts that given object x as 
argument, f:x = (H’q):x where i is an integer determined by x and the predicate 
transformer. (Specifically, i is the least integer such that (Hip):x = T.) Thus, for 
the application off to x, f can be ‘computed’ iteratively in a loop on the domain 
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of functions, starting with q in the ‘accumulator’ and applying H to the accumulator 
i times. Of course, in general, the increasing complexity of the representations of 

the sequence of functions q, Hq, H2q,. . . renders this approach impractical, and 

further transformation is needed to derive an equivalent loop at the object level; 

see for example [16]. Further work in this area has identified a larger class of 

recursive program definitions which possess expansions and so has enabled more 

extensive algebraic reasoning [ 15,231. However, the resulting transformed 

definitions are difficult to map into loops at the object level automatically. 

The theme of the transformations considered in this paper is to produce linear 
functions which are equivalent to functions of various nonlinear classes. The algebra 

of FP leads to a set of theorems which yield identities between functional expressions 

under conditions which relate only to their functional structure. The identities may 

then be used for function application to any set of arguments. This contrasts with 

corresponding work using an object-oriented approach, which yields equations 

satisfied by objects from certain classes. One of the simplest types of nonlinear 

functional forms in the function variable f has more than one occurrence off and 
becomes linear if all but one are replaced by fixed functions, with corresponding 

predicate transformers which are independent of the choice of these fixed functions. 

This is precisely the class of ‘degenerate multilinear’ forms defined in the next 

section. A function which is defined in terms of such a form is shown to be equivalent 

to a linear definition if the predicate transformers of the form have certain properties. 

A significant class of functions satisfy these conditions, one example being the 

Fibonacci function. A similar approach enables a set of mutually recursive function 
definitions with multilinear defining expressions to be linearised, by considering the 

single function which is the FP construction of all the functions in the set. 

Program transformation techniques have been studied in some depth by 

Darlington and Burstall [6,8, lo], who give some quite impressive, semi-automatic 

optimisations. The main technique involves grouping together function references 

(‘tupling’) in function-defining expressions so that they may be executed in parallel, 

avoiding the otherwise exponential explosion in the number of calls at run time. In 
this way, many equivalent linear versions have been derived from nonlinear function 

definitions. The gains in efficiency are considerable, but the approach requires certain 

‘Eureka’ steps in order to identify the right steps in the transformation process; the 

‘where-abstractions’ and ‘folds’ in particular. An alternative method of optimising 

nonlinear functions is based on tabulation techniques [7], and memoisation [20,22], 

which ‘remember’ the results of a function’s application to certain arguments by 

storing argument-result pairs in a table, and simply look up the result when the 
function is reapplied to some argument. 

The transformational approach is readily expressed in FP since program transfor- 

mations are inherently operations on functions, rather than on objects which tend 

to become a hindrance. It is well described by and developed in the algebra of 

functional forms. The main problem of the Darlington-Burstall methodology lies 

in the where-abstraction and folding stages (‘forced folding’ in [6]), viz. how to 
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select for folding not only functions but also the right formal parameters. The need 

for parameter selection originates in the object-oriented approach, and does not 

arise in the FP analysis, which derives general theorems relating to the linearisation 

of multilinear forms. The conditions for, and application of, these theorems may 

then be more easily automated. 

In Section 2, we describe the means for linearising functions having defining 

expressions given by degenerate multilinear forms. This is based upon the FP 

representation of the heuristic tupling strategy, and yields a theorem that states the 

conditions which must hold in order to permit linearisation, together with the 
equivalent linear function definition. The conditions can be tested and the linear 

function generated automatically by the compiler. In Section 3 the question of a 

set of mutually recursively defined functions with the same domains is addressed 

by considering their functional construction within the FP framework. This in itself 

can improve execution efficiency since all of the defining expressions of the individual 

functions are evaluated together in a single call, so reducing the number of calls by 

at least some constant factor. However, considerably more optimisation is possible 
when the construction (or a mapping of it) is linearisable according to the methods 

described in Section 2. A second theorem gives the conditions for such linearisation 

and the equivalent linear function definition. By first expressing a degenerate 

multilinear function definition as a set of mutually recursive definitions, the methods 

described in Section 3 may also be applied to obtain the main result of Section 2. 

Section 4 takes this further, culminating in a theorem which when applied to FUSC 
(‘obfuscate’ of Dijkstra [13]) generates precisely the iterative version suggested 

by its inventor. In Section 5 the research presented here is put into perspective 

with a summary of related work, and the conclusions of the paper are laid out in 

Section 6. 

Notation 
V for all tl, tlr 

S 
there exists 
there does not exist i 

s.t. such that 
E set membership 
ez set non-membership al, ar 
T boolean value TRUE 
F Boolean value FALSE dl, dr 
3 implies, as defined in [23] 

function application, e.g. +:(2,3) = 5 
0 function composition, e.g. (fo g): x = /” 

f:(g:x) V objects x 4-n 
d constant function, s.t. 6: x = a V 

objects x#I, 6:1=~_ len 
f=p+q;r f:x=ifp:x=Tthen q:x else if 

p:x=Fthenr:xelseIVobjectsx on 
hd, hdr primitive functions ‘head’, ‘head right’ 

as defined in [l] 

primitive functions ‘tail’, ‘tail right’ as 
defined in [l] 
ith selector function, such that 
i:(x,,... ,x,)=x, if lCiSn, 
otherwise _I_ 
primitive functions ‘append left’, 
‘append right’ as defined in [I] 
primitive functions ‘distribute left’, 
‘distribute right’ as defined in [ 1] 
‘apply to all’ as defined in [l] 
‘insert’ as defined in [I] 
function defined by (+n) : x = x + n for 
number x 
function defined by Zen : x = T if x C n, 
=Fifx>n 
function defined by (an) : x = x a n, for 
infix arithmetic operator a and 
number x, e.g. S 1 = le 1 
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2. Linearisation of degenerate multilinear function definitions 

We first explain and define the term multilineurform. Informally, a multilinear 

form is a functional of several function variables, which is linear in each of its 

arguments. More precisely, it is linear in any argument when all of the others are 

fixed (i.e. non-variable), and moreover, the predicate transformer corresponding to 

each argument does not depend on any of the fixed values assigned to the others. 

Formally we have 

Definition 2.1. M is an m-multilinear functional form, and Mi (1s is m) is the 

predicate transformer corresponding to the ith function variable argument if for all 

functions f, , f2, . . . . fm, a, b, c and lsism, 

M(h,. . . ,A--l, a-*& c,.&+I,. . . Jim) 

Wh,. - - ,_&-I, c,.A+,, - - - - ,_L) 

andifforsomef,,...,f, withA==, M(f l,...,fm):xfI, then Mia:x=Tforall 

functions a. 

In this section, we consider the function f defined by f= p -, 4; Hf where H is 
a degzterate multilinear form, i.e. where Hf = M(J;f; . . . ,f) for some multilinear 

form M, defined as above. For example, the Fibonacci function, defined by jib = Zel + 

id ;+ 0 [jib 0 sub 1, Jib 0 sub2], is degenerate bilinear (Zmultilinear) and has MI a = 
a 0 sub1 and M,a = a 0 sub2 in the notation of the definition. 

The function f has an expansion when Hf is linear, e.g. when M, = M2 = * * - = M,,,, 
easily seen by induction on m [2]. When Hf is not linear, we would like to find a 

function f’ which is equivalent to f, but has a defining equation in which the form 
M is replaced by another multilinear form M’ which does have M: = MS = - - - = 
ML, so yielding a linear definition. A multilinear form M’ with this property is 

called balanced. Actually, the original function is not equivalent to the linear function 

itself, but rather is easily extractable from it. Specifically, the original function f 
can be obtained as the composition of a selector function with the linear function 

f’, and we will show that f = 1 o$. 

Our approach, then, is to transform degenerate multilinear functions into new 
functions which are linear; to be precise, defined by a certain class of balanced 

forms introduced in the next section. This contrasts with an alternative analysis 

which identifies classes of functions which possess expansions-taken by Williams 

[23], for example, who considered a class of degenerate bilinear (Zmultilinear) 

functions. Thus many of Williams’ functions can be linearised, a deeper comparison 

being made in Section 5. Function expansions are normally obtained as aids to 

formal reasoning, and do not necessarily induce efficient implementations. 



2, f . The ~ingurjsu~j~n ~bg~rgm 

The main rest& of this section defines a transformation which converts a class 
of no&near functions, inchrding the Fibunacci function, into equivalent linear 
versions. It is presented as a theorem befuw, the proof of which wiff use the following 
Iemma. 

Proof. Given functions p, b, e 

by repeated application of linearity, using Mr = Mz = - * * = Mm and the law that 
p+(p+q;r); s=p+q; s for all functions p7 q, r, s. Thus H(p+b;c)=H,p+ 
Hb; Hc. 

Now suppose Hx:x # I for some x, then M(& I,. . _ , $):x f 1. But if for some 

f 2,---,fmr M(i f , *, . . . , fnlj:x + I we have MI p:x = T for all p by definition of 
mubilinear, so that HI p:x = T and H is linear. 5 

The key to our linearisation techniques is expressed in Theorem 2.3 below, the 
use of which is illustrated by some examples in the next section. A slightly more 
general result can be derived with much heavier notation, and is given in the 
Appendix. 

The general idea is to transform a nonlinear function with definition of the form 
f= p + q; Hf where H is degenerate multilinear, into one given in terms of a linear 
function g defined by g =p’+ q’; H’g where H’ is balanced. If Hf = M(f, . . . ,j? 

where M is n-multilinear, this may be achieved by first adjusting the formal 
function parameters in the body of M so that we can write M(fr,. . . *fn) = 

~‘b%f,, . . -9 A&) for some forms A, ft , . . . , A,& which render M’ balanced, i.e. 
make M:=--- = ML. But now we have n functions A,.&. *. , A,$ to consider rather 
than just one, and so we define the function g = [A,&. . . , A,JJ (we will actually 
be a little more general than this) so that H’= M’( 10 g, . . . , n 0 g). 

The recursive part of the equation defining g may then be written as 
[A,M’(log ,..., nog),2og ,..., n 0 g] which is not in general linear in g. However, 
now suppose that we can pick A, = ID and that we have A*= M:A,, A3 = 
M)IA2,..., A, = M:A,_t. Then the equation for g has recursive part El’g = 
[M’(lo g,. . . , n”d,M:(log),..., M{((n -1) 0 g)] where now H’ is linear with 



predicate transfo~er M& The originat function y is then given by the equation 
f=log. 

H’ is a member of a class of linear forms defined as follows. A form E is called 
equal~se~ if it is defined in terms of a balanced form 23, of multilinea~ty n, as a 
construction of the form 

forsomem~l,whereI~i,<~~ .<~~~~+I~andintheaboveexamp~e,~=n-I. 
In Theorem 2.3, and in the paper as a whole, we will need functions which specify 

the domains on which given functions are defined and functions which filter out 
objects that do not satisfy some given predicate, such as membership of such a 
domain. These facilities are provided by the functiona~s dam and D, defined as 
foliows: 

Given function f and object x, let 

domf:x= 
T iffixfi, 
F otherwise. 

Similarly we will use in later sections the functional bool to test when the result of 
a function’s apphcation is a boolean value. For function f and object x we therefore 
have 

boo&:x= 
T if$x E (T, F), 
F otherwise. 

For predicate p, the filter, Dp = p + id; 7. 

Theorem 2.3, Let f= p + q: M(f;f, . _ _ ,f) where M(f, ,f2, . . . , f,) is m-multilinear 
with predicate transformers M, , M2, . . . , M,,, for fz , f2, . . . , f, respectively. If 

(a) there exists a strict linear form MO with predicate transformer MO such that 

M,=M% forintegers l<h,<---<h,,16kSm; 

(b) there exists an m-multilinear form M’ with all its predicate transformers equal 
to M,, such that 

Mu ,, . . _ , u,) = M’(M;+uI, MS-‘u2,. . . , M;~J,) 

(if MO has an inverse, M’(u,, . _. , urn)= M(M,M;‘u,, M,,M;‘u2,. . . , MOM-,‘um); 
(c) p 3 M’,p for integers j 2 0, 

then 
(1) there exists a function g such that 

f=log and g=p+q,,;Hg 

where 

Hw=[M”w,M,(l~w) ,..., M,((h,-l)~w)], 

M”(w) = M’( h, 0 w, . . . , h, Q w) 



for function vuriab~e w, and 

q0= Eq, Moq~ * * * , wim-‘ql~ 

(2) H is linear life pr~die~fe tra~s~~er HI = Ma, so the f~~etio~ g is linear; 

(3) leg the le~st~ed points of the eq~~atio~s f = p + q; Mfl. . . f and g = p --, qo; Hg 
be devoted by p and g* respe~ti~~y_ i%en 

p=1og* 

provided taut M, M,, are monotonic and dona, =I Mo(do~~~. 

The theorem therefore depends upon the ability to construct a functional form 
H which is equalised, its fust component, M“, being balanced. 

Proof. Let g = ff, MOL. . . i M$-‘fl, then 

f =p + q; &Pig) and g = [p + q; M”(g), MoJ.. . , M,h-‘f ] 

where we abbreviate h, by h. 
Now, p 2 f = q, which is equivalent to the identity 

p+f;I = p+q;1. 

Applying MO to both sides, noting that MO has predicate transformer MO by condition 
(a), we obtain, since MO is strict, 

M,p+M,f; i = M,p-,M,q;i 

i.e. Mop 2 Mof = Moq. This is actually Lemma 2 of [23] which states that for linear 
form L with predicate transformer L,, if LI 2 b = c for functions G, b, c then L( 3 Lb = 

Lc. By repeated application, we get 

M,kpDM,kf=M,kq fork&O. 

But p 3 M,kp by condition (c). Thus, by the definition of g, 

g=p+lkMow%q,..., M~-‘ql;EM”(g),Mo(l”g),...,Mo((~-~)og)l 

=p+ qo; Hg. 

Part (2) of the theorem follows immediately from Lemma 2.2, since all the predicate 
transformers of M’ are equal to MO, so that M” is linear with predicate transformer 
MO. Thus H is also linear with predicate transformer MO, again using Lemma 2.2, 
and then a result of [2] which states that given linear forms L1) La.,. . . , L, each 
having predicate transformer L,, their construction EL,, . . . , Ln] is also linear and 
has predicate transformer L,. 

To prurfe part (3), we define the ordering & on the domain of functions by f cg 

iff f:x cobj g:x for all objects x. A definition of &bj is assumed giVen, for example 

X cobj Y iff x = I or x=y in flat domain. 
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Now, by construction, [f”, . . . , i@-‘f*] satisfies g = p + qo; Hg and so is a fixed 
point. Thus, lo g *&f* (which may be proved directly as shown below), and it is 

therefore sufficient to show that fan lo g”. 

Let f. = go = i and define the ascending Kleene chains for f* and g* respectively 

by 

.L+*=P+%mL*--,_a 

gn+l = P + qo; Hgn for ns0. 

We claim that for any non-negative integer n = ah + b, where u, b are non-negative 

integers, b < h, 

Then we have in particular that f= c lo g&, E lo g* for all a 2 0, so that f* c lo g* 

as required. 

Now, for n=a=b=O, f, = 1 and the claim is trivially true (b < 1). 

Assume it is true for 0 G ah + b s Ah + B for integers A, B 2 0 and B < h. Writing 

N=Ah+B, 

gN+,=~~qO;~M’(h~~g~,...,h,~g~~,Mo(log~~,...,Mo((h-liog~~l 

ap-, qo; [M’b’@‘-‘j&z,), . . . , M;+k,J, 

Mo_hr . . ., MoM;-~.LI,,-I,I 

where 

by the inductive hypothesis, since M’ and MO are monotonic, and again using 
Lemma 2 of [23], here with the given assumption that dam, =I M,dom,. 

Thus, 

gnr+rJP+ qo; CMMt, - . . ,fA), MofAw, . . -3 MOh--lfA(h-,jl 

= P + qo; [fA+, , MO_&(I), - - - 3 Mob-!f&-01. 

Now, for all k 3 0, p 3 M,kp 3 M,kq = M,kf as above, so that 

glv+r=lp+IfA+r, MO&I), . - -3 MOh-!&it--lJ; 

IfA+, 9 MofAm, . . -3 MOh--l_f&-01 

and therefore 
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i.e. 

1 Mp& (B+l<jsh). 

(Similarly we could claim M{-‘f” 2 j 0 g,, for 1. j -Z s h to establish directly that 

lo g*cCf*. The proof is much easier.) q 

Notes. (i) If M,a = a 0 e for some fixed function e which has an inverse, the inverse 

ofM,isgivenby MO’a=aoe-‘. This is a sufficient condition for (b) of the theorem. 

(ii) A special case of condition (a) is that for 2~ k s m, Mk = Mk for integers 

ik s.t. lSi,Gi,S- - -Sim. Then a sufficient condition for (a) is that M, is linear 

with predicate transformer equal to itself, i.e. MO = MI. 
(iii) Sufficient conditions for the existence of the integers hk are that each Mk 

has an inverse, Mk commutes with Ml, and M-$ = Mk for coprime integers ik ~j, 5 1 

(1 G k, I s m). (Without loss of generality 1 s i2/j2 s - - - s i,/j,, giving 1 c h, s - - - G 

h,.) This follows since we can always find MOk and positive integers r(k), s(k) for 

1 G ks m such that Mk = M$’ and M, = Miik’ using highest common factor argu- 

ments ( Mok = Mf ML for some integers a, b). Applying the same argument to 

{ MOk 11 G k G m} we can find M,, and integers n(k) such that M,,, = M:(k) so that 
Mk = M,“‘k”‘k’ for 1s k d m. 

(iv) For many multilinear forms M, each predicate transformer, Mi, is linear with 

its own predicate transformer equal to itself, as required by condition (a). It is 

shown in Lemma 1 of [15] that for all boolean functions a, b, c and linear form L 
with predicate transformer L,, L,(a + b; c):z = (L,a + L,b; L,c):z for all objects z 

for which there exist functions fi, g, such that (Lf):z # (Lg,):z. 
(v) Condition (c) is sufficient (together with (a)), but the necessary condition is 

that p 2 M,kf = M,kq for all integers i> k 30. However, this condition is much 

harder to detect. In practice, condition (c) typically follows from M&I 2 ML+‘p for 

all integers i 3 0. 
(vi) The linearity of M,, in (a) can be relaxed to M&a + b; c) = M,,,a + M,b; M,,c 

whence go becomes [q, Mgq, . . . , i’i4:-‘q]. 

2.2. Examples 

Three examples are given to demonstrate linearisation by Theorem 2.3; first the 

classic Fibonacci function for which one predicate transformer is a power of the 

other (cf. note (ii) above), secondly a similar function for which the predicate 

transformers do not have inverses and thirdly one requiring a linear form MO which 

is not one of the predicate transformers. 

2.2.2. (Fibonacci) f= Zel + i; + 0 [fo subl,fo sub21 

In the notation of Theorem 2.3, 

p=lel , 4 =i, M(u, v) = + 0 [u 0 subl, u 0 sub2]. 
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Therefore M,a = a 0 subl, M,a = a 0 sub2 = M:a and M, is linear with predicate 

transformer equal to M, . M’( u, v) = + 0 [u 0 subl, v 0 subl], q. = [i, i] and we have 

M:p 2 M:+‘p (k 2 0). 

Thus, the theorem can be applied and yields M”g = M’(10 g, 2 0 g) = 

+~[l~g~sub1,2~g~subl]=+~[1,2]~g~subl=+~g~subl. Thus, 

f=log whereg=Zel+[i,i];[+,l]~gosubl. 

By application of the linear expansion theorem for the linear form H given by 

Hg=[+, l]ogosubl, with H,a=aosubl, 

g:x=[+,l]“o[],]]:x-n fortheleastns.t.(H~Zel):x=T, 

Thus 

i.e. s.t. x - n < 1, 

i.e.s.t. n=x-1. 

g:x = [+, l]“:(l, 1) = [+, 1]?(2,1) = [+, 1]“-2:(3, 2) = - * - . 

This reflects the usual way of implementing the Fibonacci iteration using an 

accumulator. 

2.2.2. f=nuZZ+O; +~[hd,+~[f~ t&j-o tzo tZ]] 

In this example, the function tZ has no inverse, but the functional M’ of Theorem 

2.3 can still be found, viz. M’( u, u) = + 0 [ hd, + 0 [u 0 tZ, u 0 tZ]]. Note that automatic 

detection of the defining expression for M’ by the compiler is no more difficult in 

this case when MI and M2 have no inverses because of the explicit composition of 

f with M,id in the expression for M$ Moreover the same applies whenever M is 

a ‘simple’ form in each of its function variables, i.e. a single composition, construction 

or condition, or any functional composition of these (composed simple (bi)linear 
form [ 161). 

2.2.3. f = Zel + ]; + 0 [fo sub2, f 0 sub31 

For this example we need the most general form of condition (a) of Theorem 

2.3, and find a linear form MO with predicate transformer MO, and integers s > r > 1 

s.t. M, = M;, M2 = M;. 

Since M,a = a 0 sub2 and M2a = a 0 sub3, we have Mea = a 0 subl. Thus we obtain 
M”g = + 0 [2,3] 0 g osubl and Hg = [+ 0 [2,3], 1,2] 0 g 0 subl, so that f may be 

defined by 

f= 1 Q g where g = Zel+ [I, i, i]; Hg. 

The assumptions required for Theorem 2.3 can be relaxed, permitting a more 

general result to be established. The result is much more complex notationally and 

unlikely to be widely applicable in practice in situations where Theorem 2.3 cannot 
be applied itself. It is given in the Appendix. 
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3. Linearisation of mutually recursive function definitions 

A set of mutually recursively defined functions may be coalesced into a single 
function which is the constructi.zm of them all. It is this function which we attempt 

to make linear as per the previous section. It is first shown that, under appropriate 

assumptions, certain sets of functions can be linearised in this way. We then go on 

to show how such a set may be generalised, by relaxing these assumptions and by 
considering preliminary transformations of the defining equations to convert them 

into forms that do satisfy the assumptions. The collection of results so derived are 

assembled together in a theorem in Section 3.3, and examples are given in Section 

3.4. 

3.1. Basic result 

To establish a linearisation result for a construction formed by a set of mutually 
recursively defined functions, we will need the following lemma. This states essen- 

tially that a multilinear form with non-distinct predicate transformers is equivalent 

to one with predicate transformers which are distinct-corresponding to each of 

the different ones in the original form. 

Lemma 3.1. Let M(f, ,f2, . . . ,Jm) be m-multilinear with Mj, = Mj, = * * * = Mj,,, 1 s 

j,<j,<- * .<j, sm,nSm.IfJ={j,,jz, . . . , j,,}, ler z:, =A, =A2 = * * * =A,:,, and ui =fk; 

(2si<m-n+l) where 

k2=T$h, ki= ~2 h (2<iGm-n+l), 

h>k,_, 

then thefunctionalform M’ given by M’( u, , . . . , urn_,+,) = M(f, , . . . ,fm) is (m - n + 

1)-muhilinearwith M;=Mj,, M:=Mki(2SiSm-n+l). 

Proof. In the above notation, let j= j, ,..., j,,. For l<iSm-n+l, let u’(v)= 

U1~~~~~Ui-l~v~Ui+l~~~~~Um--n+l~ and for lSjSm, let f’(v)=f,,..., 
JP1, v,h+, ,..., fm. For 2sicm-n+l, 

M’(u’(a+ b; c)) = M(f”f(a + b; c)) 

= Mkia + Mfki( b); Mfki(c) since M is multilinear 

= M:a + M’u’(b); M’u’(c), 

M’u’(a + b; c) = M(fj(a + b; c)) 

= Mj,a + iWf’(b); Mf’{c) 

= M;a+ M’u’(b); M’u’(c). 

Finally, if x # I and (M’u’(i)):x = ~;rhen (Mfk’(i)):x = I (1 s 2~ m-n + 1, k, = 

1). 
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Thus, ~~,~:x =T for all a since M is linear in & and so M:a:x=T for ail a. 
Hence, M’ is (m - n f ~~-multilinear. Cl 

Notatjon. (i) If f=ft , _ . . ,f#, let Mf= ~(~~, ‘ . . ,fn) for functional form M 
(ii) A functional form M is n-degenerate m-muitiiinear if there exists an m- 

mu~tiiinear form M* such that M(f, , _ . . ,f,) = M*(g, , . . _ , gm) where for 1 <j< nz, 
gj=& for some i, l<i<rz. 

Thus any m-muItilinear form is m-degenerate m-multilinear, and the Fibonacci 
function considered in Section 2 is l-degenerate 2-multilinear. 

The following proposition gives an equivalent linear function definition for a 
suitably restricted set of mutually recursively defined functions. 

Proposition 3.2. For 1 s i s m, let $ = pi + qi; Mif where Mi is an m-degenerffte n,- 

multiiinear form for some n;L 1, dam, = domf, = * - - = dornXSS = dam, and 
Mif~~dom#I.Letg=[f,,ft,...,fn]andM!:g=M,(1~g,2~g~...,m~g).~en 

we have 

(4 Ifp3 =j%fop 1 sisrn, theng=p,+qO; Ngwhereq,=[q,,...,q,] andNg= 

[Mig, * . . , MLg]. 
(b) If Mif is m-degenerate ni-multizine~r, then Ng is degenerate n-rn~~ti~~neur where 

n=n,+---+n,. 

(c) Iffurtherfor 1 s is m, 1 G j s ni, there exist integers h(i, j) Z= 1 nnd linearform 
A with predicate transformer A such that M$ = Ah’“‘, then g is linear&able. 

Notes. (i) Except for pathological cases where, for example, Aa = Q 0 not so that 
AA= ID, condition (c) requires that every M$ f ID, but this restriction can be 
reIaxed, see Section 3.3. 

(ii) A sufficient condition for the existence of the h(i, j) and the linear form A 
is that for lSi,kSm, 1cj6nn,, l<Zsn k, there exist integers n(ijkl)> 0 s.t. 
&f+ijkl) = 

!J 
Mg;l”‘k”” 

, 
M; h as an inverse, is commutative and has predicate transfor- 

mer equal to M$. The form A is then found using highest common factor arguments, 
compare note (iii) after Theorem 2.3. 

Proof. (a) p1 =pi, SO p1 ~fi = qi (1 G i < m) and lpl 25 = M yg. 

(b) Let N’(g~~,....g~“t,.-.,gi~t...,gi~i,-*.,gm~,.*-,gmn,S=[M~(log~~,--., 
n,og,“,),.-.,Mi(l”git,...,niogini),--., M,(l”g,,,...,n,og,,m)l. men Ng= 
N’(g,, 4 = e -3 gmn,) with git = g12 = * * . = gmnm = g, N’ is n-multilinear with predicate 
transformer associated with gii, N& = M$ and II = n, + + - Q + n,, the number of 
distinct M$ 

(c) Now follows immediately by Theorem 2.3. 0 

It also follows that fi = i 0 g” where g* is the least fixed point of the equation 
g = pi + qo; Ng by an argument similar to that used to prove Theorem 2.3. The 
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proposition generalises to accommodate less stringent conditions on the predicates 

pi (1 s i =s m) in the corollaries below, and further extension is given in the next 

two sections. 
In the rest of this paper, we assume witho:% loss of generality that the mutually 

recursive equations which define the functions J (1 s i =s m), 

are such that each function variable 6 occurs at most once in each expression Mif 
(1 G i,j s m). In particular, we will often assume that each Mi is simply multilinear 

rather than m-degenerate ni-multilinear (i.e. that ni = m), the results derived under 

this assumption being easily generalised by methods analogous to those used to 

prove Proposition 3.2. 

To justify this formally, suppose that Mif contains 2 occurrences of the function 

variable fi (1. I -= . =s m). Then we can define the new set of recursion equations, for 

the functions go, . . . , g,, 

where po=pl, qo=qi, Li = Mi for i 2 2 and Log = L,g is the expression obtained 

by replacing just one of the two occurrences of g, by go in M,g. Thus go = g, , and 

gi =fi: for 1 s i G m. By repeating this procedure, a set of recursion equations of the 

required form will be obtained. To be fully rigorous, we should show that the least 
solutions of the equations forf, , . . . ,fm are equal to the corresponding least solutions 

of the equations for go, g,, . . . , g,,,. However, this is clearly true, as can be seen by 

considering the respective ascending Kleene chains for each set of equations, 

beginning with the zero-order approximations f”= (I,. . . ,I) and go= 

(i,i,..., ij, and defining f”’ = (. . . , pj + qj; Mjf ‘3 . . .), g’+* similarly. 

Moreover, the conditions stated for the results that will be derived are satisfied 

by the equations for g iff they are satisfied by the equations for f: However, as a 
practical alternative, this approach is ot Aously less efficient than the method used 

in Proposition 3.2. 

Corollary 3.3. Zfp, =) p2 2 - - - 3 pm, 

Proof. Trivial, by FP laws. •i 

Corollary 3.4. Ifp, 3 p2. ..=pp,,andpi~qi=Mifforl~i~m,theng=p,-,qo; Ng. 

Proof. The general term in the expression given in Corollary 3.3 is 

Pi + [M:‘g, * . * 3 Mi’-lgs qi, * . - 9 qml- 
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But by hypothesis, pi 1 s = Mjf = MJg, by definition of Mj’ (1 s j c m), and since 

p, 1 pi for j 2 i, the result follows. Cl 

The condition pi 2 qi = Mif of Corollary 3.4 is rather obscure and extremely hard 

to check in practice, involving as it does the unknown jI A more specific condition 

which is amenable to checking would be pi =I qi = Miq. Sufficient conditions for this 

to render the recursion equations for f linearisable are given in Lemma A.1 of the 
Appendix. 

A further generalisation of Proposition 3.2 relaxes the restriction that the predicates 

Pl,..., p,,, must be equal, without transforming the original equations, the latter 

approach being considered in the next subsection. We collate all the linearisations 

derived in this section and in the Appendix for mutual recursive function definitions 

in Theorem 3.8. 

3.2. Preliminary transformations 

We have identified two situations in which a set of mutually defined recursive 

functions, f,, f2,. . . , fm, may be unsuitable for linearisation: when not all the 

predicates pi are identical and when the defining multilinear forms, Mi, in the ‘else’ 

parts on the right-hand sides have at least one predicate transformer equal to ID. 

These problems can often be overcome using a transformation of each function 

definition of the type given in the following proposition. Moreover, this approach 
also leads to a significant extension of the domain of application of the linearisation 

theorem of Section 2. The following lemma will be required. 

Lemma 3.5. If G, Gt are forms such that Vu, b, c, G( a + b; c) = Gta + Gb; Gc and 
G has an inverse, G-‘, then 

Vu, b, c, G-‘(a + b; c) = G;‘a + G-lb; G-‘c 

provided G;’ exists. 

Proof. 

G-‘(a + b; c) = G-‘( G,G;‘a + GG-‘b; GG-‘c) 

= G-‘G( G;‘a + G-lb; G-‘c) 

= G;‘a + G-lb; G-‘c. Cl 

Proposition 3.6. Suppose we are given the mutually recursive defining equations for 
the function fi, fi = pi + qi; Mif (1 s i < m), and functional forms Ti which are linear, 

with respective predicate transformers Tit, and have inverses. Then an equivalent set 
of function definitions is: 

Forl~i~m,$=pf+qj; M~f’wherep!=Ttpi,q:=~qi,andM~(u,,...,u,,,)= 
TMi( T;‘u, p e s s 9 T&‘u,) for functions u,, . . . , u,,,, so that Mb = T.;,,M,T,<’ for 1 s i, 

jSm. 
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Proof. Define f: = KJj and substitute fi = T;‘fi in the expressions MJ The 

expressions for the Mb then follow using Lemma A.1 of the Appendix. Cl 

Corollary 3.7. De$ne ‘T;- such that T.tpi = pl, for example T. = T.;rl:, . Then if K is linear, 

the transformed equations for J have the same predicates. 

If for some i, k, Mik = ID (1 s i, ks m), the linearisation process cannot be 
performed, since condition (a) of Theorem 2.3 cannot be satisfied. If i # k, it may 

be possible to pre-transform the function definitions into a set such that no Mik = ID. 

If i = k, J;- : x = I unless pi : x = T. 

Two methods of removal are given. The second is based on Proposition 3.6 and 

yields a more efficient set of function definitions, but does not guarantee to remove 

all identity predicate transformers simultaneously. 

Pre-transformation 1. If Mik = ID for some i, k (1 s i, k s m), then we may write 

JI =pi + qi; M:f where 

Mlf = Mi(fi 3 m a a ,fk-t,p~‘qk;Mkflf~‘k+,,...,fm) 

= wkpk + Mi(fi 3 - - - 9 qk ,...,fm); M(A,---,Md***,.L)- 

By Backus’s theorems on linear forms [2] M: is linear in its kth argument, since 

Mi iS and &+qqk; Mkf is linear. Thus Mik # ID if Mkk # ID. 

Pre-transformation 2. Let K = {k I$, 1 Sj G m, Mjk = ZD}. By Proposition 3.6 an 

equivalent set of function definitions is, for 1 s i G m, 

fi = p; + q:; M:f’ 

where fi = T,$, q: = Tqi, pi = z,pi. 

Ti may be any linear form which has an inverse. For example, provided Mii is 

linear and has an inverse, we may choose & = Mii for i & K, and ID otherwise, or 

equivalently Ti = M,’ for ic K, ID otherwise. 

These choices can be made automatically and ensure that if Mjk = ZD, M;k # ID. 

More generally, if the domain of J has a successor function, succ say, then we could 

choose one of the four possibilities Tia = a 0 succ (or a 0 succ-‘) for i E! K (or i E K) 

and ID otherwise. Thus if the domain is the integers, we might have T$ = a 0 add 1. 

In fact often Mi’a = a 0 succ. 

This second method produces recursion equations which are more efficient in 

execution, due to the extra substitution of a right-hand side in Pre-transformation 

1 which leads to a duplicated computation in each step in the linearised definitions. 
However, Transformation 2 cannot guarantee to remove all occurrences of identity 
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predicate transformers without introducing new ones. Consider for example 

f= egO+i; + 0 [g,fo s], 
g=eqO+i;x~[g~s,f~s] 

where s=subl and we will writep=s-‘, so s:n=n-1 andp:n=n+l. Writing 
fr =f, f* = g so that M,, = ID, M, ,LZ = Mz,a = M*,a = a 0 s, choosing &a = a 0 p gives 

f=eqO+i;+*[g’*s,f*s], 

g’=(eq-l)-,i;xoIg’os,f]. 

Hence, M& = ID and attempting to remove this in the same way gives M:I, = ID. 

The problem is to fmd a suitable set of q such that T,,M@T,;’ # ID for any i,j 
(1 s < j s m). If all the functionals &, Me commute, as in the example, M & = Mii+ ID, 

so the problem lies in having both Ti,MgTs’ and TjSM&’ # ID simultaneously. 
In the above example, if T,u = a 0 snt and Tzu = a * sR for functions u and integers 
n, m > 0 (or equivalently -C 0), we need M,,u * sltton f ID and M,+ * F” # ID. 
Thus, M&z = a * .P-” and M:, = a 0 sn-m-t* and either m > n and m > n-l- 1, i.e. 
m > n + 1, or m < n. In this way we do indeed remove all the IDS but now there do 
not exist integers r and s such that My, = M&, so the equations cannot be linearised 
by the method of Proposition 3.2. 

Clearly there is interference between the transformations to remove predicate 
transformers equal to ID and to obtain equal predicates Pi in the defining 
expressions; a transformation which removes an ID predicate transformer will also 
cause the equality between the predicates pi to be lost, and the converse may also 
occur. 

3.3. Linearisution theorem for mutually recursive definitions 

The results accumulated throughout Section 3, supported by the Appendix, are 
now assembled together in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.8. For 1 s i, j s m, let A = pi + qi; Mi f where Mi is an m-multilinear form 
with jth predicate transformer MU corresponding to& Dejine the degenerate multilinear 
form N by Nw=[M;w,..., MLw] for function variable w, where Myg = 

Mi(log,2og,..., mog) for l=SiGm, and suppose that dam, = dom& = - - * = 

domAn = dom and that Mif 0 Ddom # 1. 

If there exist linear form A with predicate transformer A, and positive integers h( i, j) 
such that MU = AhCii), 1 d i, j 6 m, then 

(1) If p, =pi for 1~ is m, g = p + q; Ng and may be linearised according to 

Theorem 2.3, viz. with p = pl, q = [q, , . . . , q,,J 

(2) If(4pl=PZ=--=Pm,~nd 
(b) pi = Akti)pl for positive integers k(i), 1 =S i S m, such that O= k( 1) s k(2) 6 

- - - 6 k(m), and 



(c) dam 3 dorn~n~* fornZ0, i.e. for l~j~rn, ifA:x#I, then (A’p,):x#_L 

for aB i 3 0, 

fheng=p+q; Ngw~erep=p~, q=[r,,...,r,] and 

ri =px + r;e; Ap, + ril; . . . ; Ak(mf-‘p~ -+ ri,Ei-tm)_-I; r+(m) 

firfixed, known f~ncfio~ r@, 15 i 6 m, OS jS kfm). 

(3) If (a) p1 2~~3 - * - 3pntt and 
(b) Pi~>i=~iqandpi~~~~pkfOr 1ci,j,ksm, 

~~eng=p~q; Ngw~ere~=p~ andq=[qz,...,q,]. 
(4) If there exist integers k(i), such that 0 = k( 1) s k(2) s - - - s k(m), Ak(i)pi =pl 

and for i > j, either hf j, i) > k(i) - kC j) or Mji is unde~ned f‘M is ~~an~~ar’~ (let 
g’ = [,Jk@f , , . . . , Aktm’fm]), ihen g’ = p’+ q’; N’g” where N’ is a ~inearisable degener- 
ate m~l~~linear form, and 

p‘=pI and q’=[Ak”)q,, . . . , Ak’“‘q,]. 

Proof. (1) Follows immediately from Proposition 3.2 and its corollaries. 
(2) Follows from Lemma A.4. 
(3) Follows from Corollary 3.4 and Lemma A.1. 
(4) Define f! - Ak"'f for 1 i- s c m. Then f:- =pl + Ak”‘qi; Mif’ where Mk = i 

Ah(U’+Lti)-k(j), by Proposition 3.6. Thus by hypothesis, Mb= A”, n >O, if either 
i ~j, or if i >j and MG is defined. Thus g’ = [f:, . . . ,fQ may be linearised according 
to Theorem 2.3. q 

3.4. Examples 

X4.1. Fibonacci re-visited (artificially complex version) 

The following functions each compute the nth Fibonacci number (given their 
starting values): 

fi=~el~i;+~[fi~s,f2os*J, 

f2=lel~i;+~[f,~s,f,~s*J. 

In the notation of Proposition 3.2, Mr,a = M,,a = a 0 s, M,,a = M2;~: = a 0 s2. 

Let g = Lh A, then 

g= lel-,[i, 11; C&(1 o~,2~gL M2(1 V, 2~191 

and so Ng is bilinear-degenerate. Now, 

Ng=[+o[1~u~s,2~v~sz],+~[2~u~s,1~v~s2]] where u=v=g. 

The predicate transformers for N are N,a = a 0 s and N2a = a 0 s2, so that N2 = N:. 
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Now let h = [ N,g, &g], and we have, by Theorem 2.3, 

h = le2+ [[i,i],[i,i]]; 

[NI([+o[lo10h,2020h],+o[201~h,1020h]]),N,(10h)] 

= le2+ [[i,i],[i,i]]; 

[[+~[1~1,2~2],+~[2~1,1~2]],l]~h~s. 

Proceeding as in the previous example, repeated composition of 

[[+~[1~1,2~2],+~[2~1,1~2]], 1) with[[i,i],[i,i]] 

shows how the Fibonacci series is computed in both parts of the construction. 

3.4.2. List of factorials 

fi = lel+ i; x 0 [id,f, 0 s], 

f2 = leO+Zi; ar 0 [fi 0 s,fJ. 

In the notation of Theorem 3.8, A4,, = ID, so a pre-transformation is needed. 

Substitution yields f: = le0 + a; ar 0 [fi 0 s, x 0 [id, f, 0 s]] which works but involves 

the duplicated multiplication. 

Alternatively, transformation using T,a = a 0 p, Tz = ID gives 

fi = leO+ i; x 0 [p,f: 0 s], 

f~=leO~nil;ar~[f;~s,~~s]. 

Then, M;, = M;, = MG2, so that g = [f;,fG] is given by 

-- 
g=leO+[1,nzl];[x~[p,1~g~s],ar~[2,1]~g~s]. 

(M’,, is undefined. In the notation of Proposition 3.2 we have pi =p;, so no further 

transformation is required. In any case pz 2 p, 3 q, = MI(f, Jz) = M,q, so the result 

holds anyway by either of Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4.) 

Thus, 

g:O=(l, nil), 

-7 -7 
g:l=[X~[p,l~[1,nzl]~s],ar~[2,1]~[1,nzl]~s]:l 

= [x 0 [p, T], ar 0 [nil, i]] : 1 = (2, (l)), 

g:2=[xo[p,l~[x~[p,i],ar~[nil,i]]~s],ar~[2,1]~[x~[p,i], 

aro[Z&i]]os]:2 

=[x~[p,x~[id,i]], ar 0 [ ar Q [X, i], x 0 [id, i]] : 2 

=(3x2xl,ar:((l),2x1)=(3!,(1!,2!)). 



The f~ctllowisg functions compute the values of a ‘shifted’ Fibonacci number and 
a list of its values: 

fi=feo-,nl;ar~ff,os,fi~sf, 

f*=fe4+irl;+~ff;-s,f, nS~s]_ 

The functions would dearly be finearkable if the predicates fe4 and f&I were not 
different, since all predicate transformers are of the form lblfin = a * s or a 0 s 0 s 
(i,j = 1,2)_ However, applying (b) of Theorem 3.8 (or Lemma A-4) gives 

fi=f@4-,rt;arQrf,~s,f,~sl, 

q = (A?@+ nuli; fel + (0); l&+ (0,l); L3 --, (0, 1,2>; (0,2,2,3)). 

These functions now satisfy condition (a) of Proposition 3.2 and hence are easiIy 
made linear. Correctness and automatic computa~on of the ‘then’ part of fr are 
secured by Lemma A-4. 

~4.4. s&q& ~?~~~~~ ~~~~~ff~~o~ of f~~~~~u~~ ~~~~~~~ do Gk same d~~~~~ 

Not alI mutually recursive function definitions yield a degenerate multilinear 
construction via Theorem 3.8. However, a degree of parallelism still can often be 
achieved, gaining an increase in efficiency by some factor. Consider the domain of 
objects consisting of the set of regular binary trees, B say, and suppose we have 
the primitive functions 

b :BaB (left sub-tree), 

rr :B*,B (right sub-tree), 

istip: B+(T, F% 1) (predicate to test for a leaf), 

2, : B -, Integers (value in a tip). 

These functions could be defined through Abstract Rata types in a more fully defined 
version of FP, e.g. [14], such as the extended definition of [19], 

Consider the functions 

fi = istip + v; + 0 [fS Q rt, fi 0 h], 

fi = istip -* v; x 0 [fi 0 rt,.t,f2 0 Zt]. 

Since [fo rt,f 0 KJ is not linear in J; only (a) of Proposition 3.2 can be used, giving 
that g = [ fr ,f2 J is defined by 

g = istip + [v, v]; [+ 0 [ 1 0 g 0 rt, 1 0 g 0 It], X 0 [2 0 g Q rt, 2 0 g 0 b]]. 

g computes both functions at once, halving the execution time corresponding to 
separate evaluation off, and f2. 
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4. A second look at degenerate multilinear defining forms 

Another way of expressing the defining equation of a degenerate multilinear 

function is to give equations defining one function for each variable of the multilinear 

form concerned, with no degeneracy of the arguments. For example, if f = 3 + 4; 

Gfl where Gfg is bilinear, an equivalent definition forf is given by f, orf2, defined 

by 

fi=p+q; Gfifi, 

h=p+q;fl. 

This system of mutually recursive function definitions is bilinar in fi ,f2, but has a 

predicate transformer equal to ID ( M2r in Proposition 3.2). Hence a pre-transforma- 

tion is necessary for application of Theorem 3.8. (Here another one than substitution! 

This would merely recast the problem in the degenerate multilinear form of Theorem 
2.3). For a linear form T, with inverse T-’ and predicate transformer T, let this 

transformation be 

f:=Tf,=Tp+Tq;TG(T-‘f:,_fG) and fi=fi=p+q;T-‘f:. 

In the following section we generalise this approach to m-multilinear forms, and 

derive sufficient conditions for linearity of the function formed by the construction 

of the m newly defined (and transformed) functions, [f:, . . . ,f, 1. In this way, we 
again obtain an equalised form and so provide an alternative derivation of Theorem 

2.3 (with slightly more restrictive conditions). A generalisation then follows in 

Section 4.2 which permits a larger class of functions to be linearised. In the last 

section, two examples are given of the new results’ application-to the Fibonacci 

function (which does not require the extended result) and to Dijkstra’s ‘obfuscate 

function’ (which does) which is transformed into its standard iterative version. 

4.1. Degenerate multilinear functions and mutual recursion 

Using the above procedure repeatedly, (m - 1) times in the m-multilinear case, 

consider the function definition f =p + q; M#. . . f where M( f, , . . . , fm) is m- 

multilinear. We first define 

h=p+q;W...f,, 

fi=P+q;h, 

_h=P+q;.tk 
. 

fm =p+q;fm-1. 

After applying m transformations, fi = TJ, 1 zz is m, using forms TI , . . . , T,, each 

with an inverse and predicate transformer equal, to itself, we get 

f: = TIP+ T,q; TMT;‘f:, T,_‘fL - - -7 ~~!CA 

f; = Tip-4 Tjq; ~T~,f~_3 (1 <j< m). 
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Rewriting these equations in the form fl= a + b; Nif’ for 16 iC m, Ni is m- 
multilinear with predicate transformers N,j = Tr MjTy’, Nj,j-r = 7;.TJ?, , 2sj 6 m, 
N& undefined for k # j - 1. 

To achieve linearity, we need to have all the defined Njk equal, so that the 
construction [f:, . . . , f:] has a linear defining equation without further transforma- 
tion. This requires M,T;’ = A for some fixed functional A, and TTz, = T,A. Hence 
MI has an inverse, Mj = MlMj_l (j=2,3,. . . , m), and without loss of generality, 
A = ID. Thus, for 1 <j =S m, Tj = Mj and Mj also has predicate transformer equal 
to itself. 

(It will be noticed that this condition is very close to its parallel in Theorem 2.3, 
and in fact the condition on Mj can be relaxed to requiring that Mj = Mi for 
l=i,<i,<.**<i,, 1 ~j G m. This is achieved by adding dummy functions to give 

asetgil~gil+l,~~~, gi,,,_, , gin, with J = gi, (1 ~j c m) and defining the form Ng such 
that Ni, = Mj and the other Nk are undefined (1 s ks i,,,).) 

Thus if g = [fi, . . . ,f:J and M,p 2 M’,p for 1 c is m, we obtain, as in Theorem 
2.3, 

g=M,p+[M,q,..., W’ql; [M,M”g, M1(l o g), . . . , W((m - 1) o s)l. 

4.2. An extended linearisation theorem 

Using the approach of the previous section, an additional class of degenerate 
multilinear recursion equations may be linearised, as given by the following: 

Theorem 4.1. Let J= p + q; a + Hf; Kf for fixed functions p, q, a, where Hf = Lu = 
Lu,uz . . . u,, Kf = Mu = Mu,u, . . . u, with f = u1 = uz = - - - = u, and L, M are m- 
multilinear forms. Let L and M have predicate transformers, corresponding to their ith 
function variables, respectively AC’-’ and BC’-’ (16 is m), for some linear forms 
A, B, and C. Assuming 

(a) C is the predicate transformer of a linear form, T, and has an inverse (typically 
C= T), 

(b) A=CB, 
(c) C’A = AC, 
(d) Ca=loa and C(lOa)=a, 
(e) Cl;lI C’+‘pfor ia0, 

then g, de$ned as [f Tf, T'L . . . , TZ”--ffl is the least solution of g =p+ 
[q, Tq, . , . , TZ”‘-3 q]; Ng where the j&m N is linear. (The actual definition of’ N is 
given in the proof:) 

Again we will appeal to the recurring theme of finding balanced forms to replace 
the nonlinear (degenerate multilinear) forms H and K. Here we will find that the 
resulting form N is much more complicated than before, being defined as a 
conditional chain of balanced forms. 
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Proof. LetA = Tyfor 0s i~2m -3 and define&f= (fo,fi,. . . ,j&_& Then we may 
write 

where for O~js m -2 the (2m -2)-multilinear forms Lj, Mf are defined by 

Lzjf = pjL(T-jf. T-(j+‘)J: 
I, J+l, . . . , T+“--l)fi+,-I), 

Lzj+,f= T2j+lL( T-fj+’ ff j+l, a a a , T-‘j+m~~~), 

Mzjf = T=j~( T-J$ I* T-(j+‘)f i+f, . . . , T-‘i+m-t$+nt-g), 

M;,+,f = TM2j.K 

Therefore, Lif = T’Hf, Mif = T’Kf as required. 
Let the kth predicate transformer of Lj and Mj be Ljk and M& respectively 

(1~ ks2rn -2), then we have, for 1 s iC m, the defined predicate trans- 
formers- L . . __ = c*qAc~-~)c-fj*i-‘)- 

2J,f+; 1 - C2’AC-j = A by (c). Similarly, Lzj+g,i+j = 
c*j+l(Aci--t)c--(.f+if)C--(j+if @+IAc-(j+l)= C-‘A= B by (b) and &f2ji+j_1 z2 B, 

M2j+,,i,_j-1 = 03 = A. The other predicate transformers of L and M are undefined. 
Hence, since C2’a = a and C”** = 10 II (0~ i C m -2), 

g =P + X@g; Cp + X,g; m s f ; C’p + Xig; * * * ; C’“-“p ’ X*m-$; X*t?l-28 

where for OGiGm-1 , 

X2i = a + [Log, MBg, . - - , M2i-,g, T2’q, Tzii’q, . . . , T2”-3qf; 

[MS, L& * * *, L2i_tg, T”q, T”+‘q, s s s, T2”-3q] 

and for OGiGm-2 , 

X2,+$ = a + [Log, Mlg, . . . , Lzig, T*‘+‘q, T2i+2q, . . . , Tzmw3q 3; 

l-M&, L&S * * *, Mzig, Tzi+‘q, T2’+*q, e e a, T2”-‘qJ 

where we define Ljg = LjU with ui = iog (OG i,jG2m-3) and Mjg similarly. 
Thus the functional forms X2{, X2,+$ have predicate transformers XE, X0 given 

by XEZ = a + AZ; Bz and XOz = a + Bz; At for functions z. 
Hence the equation for g is linear by the conditional linear form theorem [ZJ, 

and f is given by its least fixed point by an argument similar to that used in the 
proof of Theorem 2.3. 0 

4.3. Examples 

4.3. I. The Fibonacci function 

Using the approach of Section 4.1 (we do not need Theorem 4.1), we may define 
the Fibonacci function by 

fi=lel~i;+~[fi~s,f2osos], 

.&=lel+i;f,. 
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Since the domain of fr, f2 is the integers, we choose a transformation T given by 

Tu = a 0 s, which is actually the same as choosing T = M,, . Noting that TI = T and 

T-‘a = a op, we obtain 

f:=ZeO-,i;+~[f:~s,f:~s], 

f;=lel+i;f;os. 

It is immediately seen that [fI,f$] is linear and that the familiar transformation 

given previously follows. 

4.3.2. Obfuscate (Dijkstra [13]) 
Theorem 4.1 may be used to transform ‘FUSC’ into iterative form. Denoting 

‘divide by two’ by d (p and s as above), ‘FUSC’ is defined by FUSC =f where 

S= lel+ id; even +fo d; + 0 [fo d op, f 0 d 0 s]. 

It is easily seen that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied with Ta = Ca = Q 0 s, 
Aa=aod, Ba=a~d~p,m=2.Thus,ifg=[f;f~s],wehave 

g = lel * [id, s]; 

le2+(even + [Log, sl; [&is SD; 

even + L&z, MaI; i&g, hl 

where 

Lu=q,od, Mu=+O[uoOdOp,u,odos] 

and so 

L,g=logod, L,g=2~g~p~d~s=2~god~p, 

M,,g=+ogodop, M,g=+ogod. 

Thus the last branch of the definition for g (>2) becomes 

even+[l,+]~g~d;[+,2]~g~d~p. 

This reflects precisely the iteration of Dijkstra, and since the function is readily 

recognisable as linear in this form, the corresponding loop in an imperative program- 

ming language could be generated by the compiler. In fact this is given as an example 

in [16]. 

5. Related work 

5.1. Program transformation 

The main work on optimisation of functional programs by transformation was 

initiated by Darlington and Burstall in [lo], where a set of five program schema 
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were given. For each schema, an equivalent iterative implementation-a loop in an 
imperative pro~a~nming language-was given, along with a su~cient set of condi- 
tions for the transformation. When expressed purely in terms of functions in FP, 
schemas 1 and 2 are the same, as are schemas 4 and 5. Moreover, schemas 1,2,4, 
5 are already linear, and schema 3 is degenerate bilinar and so linearisable by 
Theorem 2.3. 

In [6), more formal techniques are presented, where a function de~nition (or set 
of definitions) is mapped into an equivalent definition in which the number of 
function calls is reduced by an order of magnitude. Very briefly, the basis of the 
method consists of grouping together function references, unfoIding, where-abstrac- 
tion and folding (‘forced folding’). For a degenerate multilinear function definition, 
this is equivalent to forming the construction of the functions resulting from the 
application of powers of a certain predicate transformer to the function (Section 
2). In the case of mutual recursion, the defined (possibly pretransformed) functions 
themselves form the construction first (Section 3), before possible further transforma- 
tion. The availability of general theorems at the function level of FP greatly assists 
automatic transformation, and avoids many of the problems encountered in the 
object-oriented forced folding operation. Thus a whole class of function transforma- 
tions can be represented in a unified way in FP, and moreover optimised at compile 
time. Specifically, the classes of function linearisable by the methods of this paper 
include all of those in sections l-7 in [63 and more besides, for example FUSC in 
Section 4. It might be pointed out here that the defining expressions of Section 7 
in [6J in particular, need no transformation in FP since they are already functionally 
linear. In fact in the case of factorial, a closed form expression may be derived in 
FP, as well as the iterative version, using the Linear Expansion Theorem [2], and 
Theorem 1 of [23]. 

Other applications of the Darlington method are a little more ad hoc and involve 
more Eureka steps, but can yield quite impressive optimisations. The types of 
function-defining expressions concerned are 

(a) composition of simple functions, e.g. the length composed with the catenation 
of two lists, 

(b) ‘unrunnable’ functions, such as a test for one argument being a sublist of the 
other, 

(c) implicit definitions, a generalisation of(b), such as the concrete representation 
of a function between abstract data types. 
A sulIicient condition for optimisation of type (a) definitions is easily obtained at 
the function level: suppose we have the function definitions 

f, = p1 + ql; f4.A and fi = PZ+ q2; HZ& 

and we require an expression for the composition g =fi of2. If we have 

(H,u)o(&v)=H( u 0 u) for function variables u, u and some form H, and 
p, 0 Hzf2 3pz, then by the laws of the functional algebra we may easily show that 
g = pz+fi 0 42; Hs. 
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In the example of the length of the catenation of two lists, p1 = null, q1 =b, 

H,f=+o[i,f~ B], p2=nuII~ 1, q2=2, H,f=uIo[hdo l,fo[tlo 1,211. Thus, since 

null~al~[hd~l,f2~[tl~1,2]]=~~pp,, 

(~,f,) 0 (H2f2) = + 0 [i,fi 0 t/l 0 ~2 0 [hd 0 i,.fp [tr 0 1,233 

= + 0 [i,fi of2 0 [tr 0 1,233 

by definition of i and the identity 
tl 0 al 0 [u, V] = v for functions u, u 

= Hg, defined by + 0 [ 1, g 0 [ tl 0 1,211. 

The simplicity of the result, and its application to a particular example, illustrates 

the value of reasoning at the function level rather than having to deal with the 

domain of objects, using the generally applicable laws and theorems of the FP 

algebra. However, true though this is, it might be pointed out that a more sensible 
FP function to compute the length of a sequence is f, = /+ 0 cwi and to catenate two 

sequences is f2 = /al 0 ur. Such definitions are not only elegant, bttt also easily 
implemented as loops directly at the object level without transformation. 

Perhaps the most interesting cases are (b) and (c) which in their most general 

form require unification. Object-level transformation into recursive form has been 

performed in special cases, using primarily ad hoc methods with Eureka steps 

proliferating. However, more recent research conducted at the function-level has 
developed a theory of inversefunctions based on an extended form of FP in which, 

semantically, functions are defined on powerdomains [17]. In other words, all 

functions and their inverses map sets to sets. Recursive inverse functions can then 

be generated in many cases where a functional language extended to provide logical 

relations-or a logic language-would require unification. A further important role 

for this theory is emerging in the transformation of data types, whereby the prospects 

for automation have been enhanced considerably. 

5.2. Transformations that remove recursion 

Another objective of transformation systems is recursion removal. This attempts 
to transform recursive functions into iterative firm, i.e. to convert an expression 

consisting of a recursively defined function applied to an object, into a form which 
can be implemented with bounded storage in a loop in an imperative language. 

Although this is not the subject of the present paper, which aims to find equivalent, 

functionally linear definitions which may or may not be simply translated into loops 

at the object level, such optimisation is clearly important both here and in its own 

right. 

In [4], Bauer and Wossner give a quite extensive set of transformations of linear 
functions into ‘repetitive’ (iterative) form. Kieburtz and Shultis [21] operate at the 

function level using FP, and derive equivalent tail-recursive functions expressed in 

terms of a ‘while’ (canonical iterative) combining form, for functions with certain 

defining expression structures. In particular they show by fixpoint induction that 
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thefunctionf=p-,q;h~[if~j]isequivalentto~=low~tg,id]wherew=p~2-, 
id; w 0 [h’o [l, i 02],j 0 21. Here, h’ is the associative dual with respect to pivot 
function g: for example, if h is ~soeiative, then h’ = h and g is its constant unit 
function. This result has also been derived in 131, using the linear expansion theorem, 
in a somewhat weaker but more easily understood form. 

Many of these methods are essentially a mathemati~l fo~alisation of early work 
by Darlington and Burstall [lo], referred to in Section 5.1. A rigorous presentation 
and justi~cation of the techniques are given in [4] which exploits properties of 
associativity (e.g. in the factorial example}, commutativity etc. to the full, providing 
a compendium of useful transfo~ations into repetitive form, expressed at the object 
level. (They also give transfo~ations for nonlinear functions such as FIB and FUSC 
by ‘functional embedding’, equivalent to the forced-folding step of Darlington and 
Burstall, and indeed a similar result is given for the FIB class of functions in [21].) 
An algebraic approach to recursion removal has also been followed by Bird [5], 
who uses a combination of function-level and object-level equations and reasoning 
to give a concise presentation which is often ingenious, but intended more as a 
programming methodology than as a scheme for automatic transformation. 

However, all of the analyses described above are conducted at the object level, 
or relate to specific structures of function defining expressions, and so are not easy 
to apply generally to functions defined in terms of classes of functional forms. In 
the great majority of cases discussed above the recursive functions optimised are 
functionally linear. The problem of recursion removal for the general class of 
recursion equations defined in terms of linear forms is the subject of current research 
[16] which suggests that an equivalent iterative form can be found (probably 
mechanistically) for any function defined by a form which is the functional composi- 
tion of the basic linear forms of composition, construction and condition. All of 
the examples considered in this section (and the rest of this paper) could then be 
converted into iterative form, using the methods of previous sections if the function 
concerned was not already linear. 

5.3. Extended expansion formulae 

Degenerate bilinear forms have also been studied by [23], culminating in the 
‘overrun tolerant’ theorem (ORT), which defines a class of recursion equations with 
expansion formulae. The expansion of a recursively defined function, when one 
exists, is a non-recursive solution of the recursion equatiort. It therefore aids formal 
reasoning considerably, but also produces some opti!Gi+;ition for that class of 
functions. Given overrun-tolerant function definition f =p * q; Hf, the number of 
iterations, i, required in the computation of the ‘result-function’, H’q, is linear with 
respect to its argument as measured by the predicate transformer H,, in that 
i = min( n 1 H;p : x = T). However, as noted in the Introduction, a function-level loop 
and accumulator are inadequate for evaluation of object-valued expressions, but 
the further transformation necessary to derive object-level loops from ORT 
expansions is not obvious. 
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Degenerate bilinear function definitions of the type f=p -* q; Gfl where G is 

bilinear may be linearised according to Theorem 2.3 provided the conditions on the 

predicate transformers G, and G2 are met. Although these conditions are more 

stringent than those for the ORT, it is hard to conceive of a function which can be 

optimised but which does not satisfy them. Often it is possible to find a pre- 

transformation of the defining expression, G& to secure the conditions, although 
the linearised version will probably be no more efficient; an example is given below. 

Similarly, the condition that p 2 q = Hq in the ORT also appears at first sight to be 

a severe limitation. However, in all but pathological cases, it appears that this 

condition too can be secured by a pre-transformation, although mechanised deriva- 

tion appears difficult and often the meaning of the function will be obscured. Such 

a transformation is applied to the Fibonacci function in [23], giving 

Jib = lel + id; + 0 fJib 0 i,jib 0 j] 

i = lel+G; sub1 

j =lel+id;sub2. 

Although ‘functionally’ more efficient than the original definition which makes 2” 

function calls for argument n, it is not obvious how to determine an iterative 

implementation. In any case, because of the more complicated form of the else part, 

+ 0 [Jib 0 i,$b 0 j], it is clearly less efficient than the linearised version of Section 2, 
which also has simpler structure, reflecting the conventional imperative implementa- 

tion using destructive assignment and two accumulators. 

The problem is that it is not a simple matter for any of these pre-transformations 

to be performed automatically-and if this were possible, it may not be that the 

transformed function would run any faster. Consider the regular binary tree example 

and the function 

f = istip 3 v; + 0 [fo It,fo rt]. 

In the notation of Theorem 2.3, M,a = a 0 It and &a = a 0 rt and so we cannot say 

M, or M2 = M,f, for any M,, i. However, since M,istip and M,istip always give the 

same result when applied to regular trees, we may consider M, = M2 for the domain 
of this computation, so that f may be considered linear. However, the complexity 

of computing H’v is almost equivalent to that of computing f directly by recursive 
function calls. The same applies to the ORT transformed f: 

f= istip + v; + 0 [fo iJ-0 j] 

i=istip+v; It 

j= istip+G; rt 

which ensures istip 1 v = + 0 [v 0 i, v 0 j] and also (it is easily seen by induction on 
the depth of the tree) H’;istip 2 Hr’istip (i>O). 



The ORT version also applies to irregular trees, but the linearising method fails 
as it stands since M, and M2 are not equal. In fact, rew~ting the de~nition to 
introduce dummy stru~ures in either subtree at each stage which has no effect on 
the result, may enable one to conclude that M1 = Mz. Linearisation would then be 
possible, but the effort would not produce a more efficient function (in fact probably 
less in view of the extra housekeeping) and would surely not be automatable, 

5.4. ~~&u~~ti~n and mem~is~tion 

Another way to optimise nonlinear fun~ions is to tabulate their results against 
the arguments to which they are applied. Then, because purely functional expressions 
are referentially transparent, on subsequent applications of a function to the same 
argument value, the result can be simply looked up rather than recomputed. Work 
by Cohen in this area [73 is based on the observation that there will be identifiable 
patterns in the dependency (or reduction) graphs of a function’s application if 
certain functional relationships hold between the arguments of the recursive calls. 
Cohen considers functions of the form 

for fixed functions p, a, b, c, d. Thus in our notation, the predicate transformers of 
M are defined by M,x = x * c and Mzx = x * d for function variable x. He called 
the functions c and d, which correspond to these predicate transformers, descent 
functions, and the ‘descent conditions’ imposed on them determine the patterns in 
the dependency graphs which imply some measure of redundancy, i.e. potential 
recomputation. Tabulation strategies are developed for a four-level hierarchy of 
descent conditions, the commutativity of c and d being the weakest. 

The conditions at the second level, ‘common generator redundancy’, correspond 
roughly to those required for the application of our Theorem 2.3 to the definition 
of the function f: The power relationship given for the predicate transformers must 
hold (see below) and a ‘frontier condition’ is also necessary to identify the boundary 
between terminal and non-terminal nodes in the graph, corresponding to base-case 
and recursive calls to the function f respectively. The latter condition may be 
expressed as the implication p 1 OR 0 [ Mip, NOT0 domMi, J (i = 1,2). 

The optimisation first finds the highest common generator g with the property 
that c = g” and d = g” (in the domain of the else part of the expression for f) for 
some integers m, n. A non-local array ARREO: max( m, n)] is then declared to hold 
the values of the results of applications off that might be needed at later stages of 
the computation, and a procedure f is synthesised which does not return a result 
but leaves the value of f(gi(x)) in ARR[i], 06 i ~max(m, n), as a side-effect. The 
expressionf(x) =f(g’(x)) is computed by first calling in turn (but not yet evaluating) 

f (g’(x)) , - * - ,_mw f or some appropriate k for which p(gk(x)) is true. For object 
z, ifp(z) is true, ARR[i] can be set to a(g’(x)) for each i in the range [0, max(m, n)] 
because of the frontier condition. Ifp(z) is false,f’(g(x)) is called to placef(g’+‘(x)) 
into ARR[ i] for each i, the array ARR is then shifted one position up, i.e. ARR[i] 
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overwrites ARR[ i + l] (0 s i < max( m, n)), and finally b(x, ARR[ m], ARR[ n]) = 
b(x,f(c(x)),f(d(x)) =f(x) is placed in ARR[O]. 

Tabulation techniques such as Cohen’s are rather restricted in their application, 

and the more general technique of memoisation constructs a table of argument-result 

pairs at run time. In principle, therefore, memoisation can be applied to any function, 

but in practice the memo table will be forever growing, increasing the overhead 

involved in a look-up and possibly exhausting the available storage. One of the 
concerns of memoisation is to provide an efficient comparison of arguments against 

the argument values stored in the table entries in order to minimise look-up time, 

but by far the most important research area is the management of the table to limit 

its growth. This has been considered by Khoshnevisan [20], one of whose results 
provides a table managing function which minimises the size of the table, whilst 

ensuring no recomputations of results, for various degenerate rn~ 1 ltilinear functions 

which inc!udc tl---- tivob satisfying the conditions of our Theorem 2.3. Using a function 

level analysis, he establishes in particular that if the predicate transformers have a 
highest common factor, C say, the maximum size of the memo table is the lowest 

common sum of the powers of C that make up those predicate transformers. 

6. Conclusion 

Compile-time optimisation of a wide range of functions is possible by use of the 

transformation theorems presented here, together with Backus’s linear expansion 

theorem [2], and the automatic generation of loops at the object level for linear 

recursion [ 161. This follows because the compiler must in any case parse the forms 

defining the functions to be transformed, and can therefore determine directly in 

the simpler cases if they are multilinear using the laws for functional combination 

of linear forms, together with knowledge of the primitive linear forms [2]. At the 
same time, the predicate transformers for the resultant multilinear forms can be 

computed from the same theorems. 

In fact, any linear definition can be further transformed to run in logarithmic 

time with respect to the number of times round the loop. This sometimes produces 
another considerable gain in efficiency, e.g. the Fibonacci sequence, but also some- 

times the halving of the number of cycles is accompanied by a doubling of the 

complexity within each cycle, e.g. factorial. This is easily seen by recalling that if 

f=p+ 9; Hf where f-f is linear, then f:x = (H”q):x, where n is the least integer 
such that (H:p) :x = T. 

But HZm9 = (HZ)“9 and HZm+’ 9 = H( H”“q). For Fibonacci, H2g can be sim- 
plified to give (Y + 0 [[double 0 1,2], id] 0 g 0 s2, equivalent to the well-known matrix 
product. But for factorial, HZ9 cannot be simplified. 

All function-defining expressions are formed by application, to a set of functions, 

of the following functionals: (a) construction, (b) conditional, (c) composition, (d) 
application. A large class of functions formed by (a) and (b) can be optimised by 



the methods presented in this paper. Case (c) may be highly nonlinear and be 
impossible to linearise in many instances, for example if there is no bound on the 
storage needed. A class of cases involving composition off with itself which is p-q 
dist~butive [23], and so possesses an expansion, is analysed in [ 151, but these results 
appear to be of little use in practical optimisation. However, at the same time, such 
functions tend to be somewhat obscure and rare in practice. Case (d) involves 
higher-order functions and would appear most difficult. 

There is also one more category, requiring the operation of unification to execute 
a function definition. This occurs when the left-hand side of a function definition 
is itself a functional of the defined function, giving an implicit definition, and may 
be represented as an extended definition in FP [Z]. As noted in the previous section, 
current research in this area is very promising and has already produced some 
noteworthy results. 

Finally, the mathematical reasoning crucial to the analysis of this paper relies 
heavily on the existence of the functional algebra of FP. Although all of the 
conclusions are equally applicable to object-oriented functional languages, it is hard 
to see how such general statements could have been devised at the object level. 
Perhaps the most striking example of this is the transformation of FUSC to iterative 
form, in Section 4. Theorem 4.1 is rather specific to FUG-like functions, but does 
make clear the benefits of reasoning in the language of functional programs, without 
the necessity of taking into account properties of some auxiliary domain. 

This work began during my 1984 visit to IBM Research, San Jose. I am very 
grateful to John Backus, John Williams and Ed Wimmers for much stimulating 
discussion, and especially to Ed for his time and patience in working on the early 
ideas. I would also like to thank the referee for constructive criticism on the first 
manuscript, and positive technical suggestions. 

Appendix 

A.I. Generalisatiun of Theorem 2.3 

Theorem 2.3, which gives equivalent linear definitions for a class of degenerate 
multiiinear functions under certain conditions, may be generalised according to the 
following proposition. 

Proposition A.l. If we replace condition (c) in Theorem 2.3 by 

(c) M,~P 2 j&l dam,(j) where mp( j) = M{p 
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(this is always true ifall the predicates are total, for example), an equivalent dejnition 
,forf * is 

f”=log” 

where g* is the least fixed point of the equation 

g = PO+ 40; p’+ Hg; [M”g, Mo(1 o g), * * *, Mo((h - 1) o 811 

where 

h 

PO = j$, Mjop, p’= 1 Bt -IM’,P = y;y M&p, 
j=l 

and H is a linear form with predicate transformer H,, such that for all functions a, 
(H,a)o Ddom,,=(Moa)o Ddom,!. M”, M’, and q. are as defined in Theorem 2.3. 

Proof. Again, defining g = [f, Mof; . . . , Mt-‘f] and expanding the construction, we 

obtain 

g=[~-,q;M”g,Mo~3Moq;Mo(l~g),...,Moh-*~ 

+ M;-‘q; M,((h-l)og)] 

since M,k f = Mo( k 0 g) for 1 G k 6 h, and the predicate transformer of MO is MO by 

hypothesis. 
Expansion in full with respect to each predicate, using the laws of FP, then gives 

2” terms. 

Let S = {(b, , b2,. . . , b~)IbjE{T,F},l~j~h}andlet~jESbesj=(Sj~,Sj~,...,Sj~) 

(Osj G 2h - 1). S can now be used to select subsets from h predicates. For OC js 

2h - 1, let 

pi= & M,kp and Ej=[e,,e,,...,eh] 
sjk =T 

Osksh-1 

where for 2 < k s h, 

ek = 

M;-‘q if S’j, = T, 
and e, = 9 if Sjr =T, 

Mo(( k - 1) 0 g) otherwise, M”g otherwise. 

Thuss,=(T,T ,..., T)andsZ~~-l=(F,F ,..., F) respectively give p. as defined above, 

E. = q. and p2hml = lp’, E2h_, = [ M”g, Mo( lo g), . . . , Mo(( h - 1) 0 g)]. 
We may now write the defining equation for g as 

g=po+Eo;p,-+&; . . . ; P~“_.~ + E2h_2; E2tl_, 

=po+Eo;p’+(p,+E,;.. . ; p2h-3 + E2h-3; E2h_2); EZh-1 

by the new condition (c). 

Thus H is defined by 

Hg=p,+E,;...; E2h_2. 
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But each Ej is linear, being a degenerate multilinear form with equal predicate 
transfarme~, iHO, and so H is also tinear, with predicate transfarmer H1 such that 
given function o, 

This fallows by repeated application of the canditiona~ linear farm theorem [2] 
which states that if H is defined by Hf= p + Af, Bf where p is a fixed function 
and A, B are linear farms with predicate transformers At, Bt respectively, then H 
is finear with predicate tr~sfa~er Hk defined by &a = p + A,a; &a 

Thus, (&a) 0 ~~om~~ = (~~~) * Ddom,e. 
The proof that f* = 10 g* is similar to that in the proof of Theorem 2.3. IJ 

Note. Since E2~+ is linear with predicate tr~nsfa~er equal to MO, the de~nitian 
of g may be written as g = po+ qo; Lg where L is linear with predicate transformer 
Lt with the property that ( Lta) 0 Ddom,, = (Mea) * Ddom,.. This again follows from 
the conditional linear form theorem. 

A.2. Generalisation of Proposition 3.2 (Section 3.1) 

Proposition 3.2 may be generalised in a number of ways, as summarised in 
Theorem 3.8. First we derive a sufficient condition far its second corollary to hoId, 
which is in a form that can be checked mechanically. This result is given by the 
folIowing lemma. 

Lemma A.1. If Mi is m-multilinear, given thatp, 3 pz 3 l - - up,,, and thatfor 1 s i s m, 
pi 3 Mjkpk for 1 S j, k s m, then pi 3 Miq = Mjf for 1 d i <j 6 m. 

Proof. We show by induction an k that for 1 G i <j G m, 

Base case: p1 3 q1 = fi and so by Lemma 2 of [23], 

Mj,P,=Mj(q,,qz,...,q,)=Mj(f,,q*,....qm) forlcjgm. 

Since by hypothesis pi 3 Mj, pt 9 we have pi 2 Mjq = Mj(ft , q2, . . . , q,,,) as required. 
Inductivestep: Assume the result to be true fork = n (1~ n < m). pn+, 2 qn+l = fn.+* 

and so 

M&t+, Pn+lz Mj(fi , - - - A, qn+1, qn+2, - - - , qm) 

=Mj~,.=-,f,,f,+l,qn+2,...,qm). 

But by the inductive hypothesis, pi 2 Mjq = Mj(f, , . . . ,_&, qn+l,. . . , qm). Thus, since 
Pi~Mj,n+lPn+t,wehavep~=,Mjq=Mj(fi,...,f,+*,qn+2r...,q~). Cl 
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Corollary. If M, is m-multilinear, pI 3 p2 2 .‘*=pm,pi~qi=Miqandpi~Mjkpkfor 
lSi,j,kcm, theng=p,+qO; Ng. 

It is actually quite common to have p1 2 * * - 2 p,,, and pi 3 A”pi for all n 3 0, where 
Mjk = Ahtik) for linear form A and integer h( j, k) > 0, 1 s i, j, k s m. Thus it is easy 
to determine if pi 3 Mjkpk for all j and for k 2 i. For k < i, the same may be true 
for particular cases, for example when Mjk is undefined. 

A further generalisation of Proposition 3.2 relaxes the restriction that the predicates 

PI,**- pm must be equal. The intuition behind this analysis is that if the ‘else part’ 
of the construction g is linearisable, then by the linear expansion Theorem [2] only 
a discrete set of predicates need ever be tested, for example le0, Zel, . . . . Thus, if 

PI 3 - * * up,, we can have pm as the predicate in the definition of each_& checking 

for Pi9 Pi-kl, - - - 9 pm_1 (and, in general, some other intervening predicates) explicitly 
in the ‘then part’. The formal analysis begins with some technical Lemmas. 

Lemma A.2. Given the linear form A with predicate transformer A,, fixed functions p 
and q, the linear form H defined by 

Hf=p+q;Af 

has predicate transformer Ht such that 

H,a=p+v;A,a 

for function a, where v is any function with the property that if for object x, p : x = T, 
then v : x E {T, F}, i.e. p 2 6001,. 

Proof. H is linear by [2]. 

H(a+b;c)=p+q;(A,a+Ab;Ac)=p+(v+q;q);(A~a+Ab;A~) 

for any v such that p:x=TDv:xE{T,F} 

=(p+v;A,a)+(p+q;Ab);(p+q;Ac) byFPlaws 

= H,a + Hb; Hc with Ht as defined. •i 

Corollary I. Given function a, ifp 3 boolA,o, then H,a = A,a 0 Dbool,. 

Proof. Choose v = A,a, then p =I boot, and so H,a:x = A,a:x if p:x E {T, F}. 0 

Corollary 2. Let A be an n-multilinear form with predicate transformers A,, . . . , A,, 
B be an (n + 1)-multilinear form with predicate transformers B, , . . . , B,,, , and p be 
a fixed boolean function. If the (n -I- I)-multilinear form M is defined by 

MU;, . . .,fn+,)=~-+A(fi,. . . ,fn); N-~,...,fn+d, 

then the predicate transformer of M corresponding to fn+, , M,,, , is given by 

M,.+,a = B,,+,a 0 Dbool,, 

if p = boole”+,a. 
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Proof. By linearity in the (n + 1) argument, using Lemma A.2 and Corollary 1. 0 

Lemma A.3. Given m-multilinear form M with predicute transformers M, , . . . , M,,, 
such that for some boolean-valued function d and function a, d 2 M,a = M,a = * - - = 

M,,,a, the form H defined by Hf = M(f; f, . . . , f 9 has the property that 

H(a+b, c)o Dd=(M,a+Hb; Hc)oDd. 

Proof. We prove by induction on n that 

M(a+b;c ,..., a+b;c,f,+,, . . . . fm)oDd 

= (Mla + M(b, . . . , b,fn+, ). . . ,fm9; 

MC, . . . , sfn,., ,...., fm))o Dd forlcn<m. 

For n = 1, the result is true by the definition of multilinear. Assume it is true for 
lcnsk-l<m. Then 

M(a+b;c ,..., a+b;c,f& . . . . fm)oDd 

= {Mk_Ia +M(a+b;c,...,a-,b;c,b5fk 9 - - - tfm9; 

M(a+b;c ,..., a+b;c,c,& ,..., fm))oDd 

={MIa+{MIa+M(b,. . . , b, b,fk,. - .fmh WC,. . . , c, b,fk,. . . ,fm)k 

IMa + M(b, . . . , b, c,fk, . . . ,&I; 

WC,. - . , c, CA,. - . ,fmlEl o Dd 

by the given properties and the inductive hypothesis 

={M,a+M(b ,..., b,fk ,..., fm); M(c ,..., c,fk ,..., f,)}oDd. El 

Lemma A.4. As in Proposition 3.2, for 1 c id m and mudtilinearforms Mi, let$ = pi + 
qi; Mif; and suppose that dam, = dam/ = * - * = dornfm = dom, and Mif 0 Ddom f 1. 
Suppose further that there exists a linear functional form A with predicate transformer 
A, and integers h(i,j) such that Mg = A”‘” (1 s i,js m). Let g =[fi,fi,. . . ,.f,]. 

Assuming that 

U9 P~=PPZ=* -P,, 
(ii) pi = Akti)p, for positive integers k(i), 1 C i 5 m, such that 0 = k( 1) C k(2) G 

---<k(m), 
(iii) dom 3 boot,,, for 1 s i G m (i.e. the predicates are boolean-valued) so that for 

lSj<m, $&:x#_I_, then (A’p,):xf_~ foraZZia0. 
Then g is linearisable (by Theorem 2.3) and may be defined by 

g =pm+Ert , . . . , 4; Ng 
where 

Ng = [ M:‘g, . . . , M:g], 

M:!g=Mi(log,2og,...,mog) (l==i<m) 
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and 

ri =pl+ rio; ApI + cl; . . . ; Akcm)-‘pl + ri,k,m)-l; ri,kcrn) 

firfixed, known functions rii, 1 s i s m, 0 C j G k(m). 

Notation. Before giving the proof, we first recap and define some new notation. 

g=Lfl,...Jml 

so that by Corollary 3.3, since p1 3 - - - up,,, 

g=p1+90; LIZ 

where q. = [ ql, . . . , qm] and 

Lg=pz-,N,g;p3~N,g;...;p,~N,g;N,,,g, 

Nig=[M:g ,..-, MF-rg,qi ,... ,q,] (lsiGm+l), 

M~g=Mi(l”g,...,?7Zog). 

Thus N,,, = N. 

Now, for 0 <j G m, define 

N~+Ig’=[M,(logll ,..., mog,,) ,..., 

Mj(l"gjl,---, m"gjm),qj+l,~--,4ml 

whereg'=(g,,,g,2,...,g*,,g**,...,gmm). 

Thus 

Nig=Ni(g,g,...,g) (2siSm) 

and 

Nk+, = hr' 

(as defined in the proof of Proposition 3.2). 

Similarly we define L’g’ = p2 + NSg’; . . . ; pm + Nkg’; N’,+lg’ and let the predicate 

transformer of L’ associated with gV be Lj. 

Finally, let e = [g, Ag, . . . , Ah-‘g] where h = maxr,i,jGm h(i, j). 

Proof. By a straightforward generalisation of Lemma A.2, Corollary 1, 

Lja = MUa 0 Dbool,,m 0 DboolPm_, Q - - - 0 Dbool&, 

and so by condition (iii), substituting p, for a and Ah”,” for Mv, 

(Lbp,) 0 Ddom = AhCU)pI 0 Ddom. 

Now since L’(g, . . . , g) = Lg, by Theorem 2.3 we have 

g=loe where e=p,+qoo;He 
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and where 

qoo= [clo, Aqo, . . . , A*-hl, 

He=[L”e,A(loe),A(2oe) ,..., A((h-l)oe)], 

L”e=L”‘(h(l,l)oe ,..., h(m,m)oe), 

I,re’= LW(Ah(r,l)-re,,, . . . , Ah(%m)-lemm) 

where e’= (e,,, . . . , em,). 
Now, L”’ has predicate transformer Z$’ associated with e,, such that 

(LFp,) 0 Ddom = Ap, 0 Ddom 

and so 

L”(p, + b; c) 0 Ddom = (Ap, + L”b; L”c) 0 Ddom 

for functions b, c by Lemma A.3. 

Thus, we may apply the Linear Expansion Theorem [2] to get 

g=loe 

where 

dom 1 e = p1 + qw; Ap, + HqOo; . . . ; A”p, --, H”qw; He 

for any positive integer n. In particular, taking n = k(m), 

g=pl+q,,;Apl+l~HqO,,;...;p,+l~Hk’”’qO,;l~He. 

But, 

--IpmxLg=R1g 

=I L”e = Ng 

D(loHe)=Ng 

and so 

g=p,-,tp,-,qo;Ap,5,loHqoo;...; 

A k(m)-1 
pl+ lo Hk’“‘-‘q,,,,; lo Hk(m’qOO); Ng 

sothat rij=ioloHiq,. Cl 

Note that pk 3 rti = qi for k d i, so that only (m - k+ 1) tests are necessary in the 

evaluation of the kth component of g. 
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